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 The Shaping of Women's Work
 in Manufacturing: Guilds, Households,

 and the State in Central Europe, 1648-1870

 JEAN H. QUATAERT

 IN 1822 TAILORS IN NAUMBURG AN DER SAALE were embroiled in a serious

 controversy with Prussian ministers over work. The conflict offers an excellent

 illustration of the clash of forces that affected the nature of women's work in

 manufacturing in the early nineteenth century. Ceded to Prussia at the Congress

 of Vienna in 1815, this Saxon city was now subject to reforms imposed on Prussian

 society by the government during the Napoleonic era, including the imposition of

 "free trade" (Gewerbefreiheit). According to angry guildsmen, more than seventy

 untrained seamstresses were engaged in dressmaking in their homes, even though

 time-honored guild statutes, reaffirmed by the king of Saxony himself in 1780,

 clearly established guild monopoly over this type of work.' These "bunglers"
 (Pfuscherinnen), the guild label for such women, threatened family livelihood,

 undermined training by apprenticeship, and, most seriously of all, overturned

 tradition. The list of guild grievances was long and specific, and it was supported

 by others in cities such as Zeitz and Weisenfels. But the complaints fell on deaf ears.

 Historians have shown that the Prussian Ministry of State applied the new liberal

 trade policies in the post-Reform era inconsistently, but this was not true in the

 conflict between guild and nonguild garment workers.2 At both the state and

 provincial levels, government officials continuously sided with the women, and the

 reasons they gave provoked the ire of guildsmen as much as the competition of

 the seamstresses did.

 The ideas for this article derived from my research on the work and family relationships of
 seamstresses and weavers during the nineteenth century in Berlin and the Oberlausitz province of
 Saxony. The research was supported by a fellowship from the National Endowment for the Humanities
 (1980-81) and summer grants (1982) from the American Council of Learned Societies and the German
 Academic Exchange Service. I am grateful for the support of these foundations as well as for released
 time the University of Houston-Clear Lake awarded me in 1984. 1 wish to thank Douglas Holmes, Mary
 Jo Maynes, and Gretchen Mieszkowski for useful suggestions that helped clarify themes, organization,
 and style. I also benefited from the responses of the anonymous readers for the American Historical
 Review, and I thank them for their careful reading of the article.

 1 German Democratic Republic, Zentrales Staatsarchiv II, Merseburg (hereafter, ZStAM), Zivil-
 Kabinet, 2.2.1, Nr. 27876, Bl. 15-25, April 30, 1822. These documents include a copy of the guild
 confirmation first granted by the elector of Saxony in 1685.

 2 Wolfram Fischer, Handwerksrecht und Handwerkswirtschaft um 1800: Studien zur Sozial- und
 Wirtschaftsverfassung vor der industriellen Revolution (Berlin, 1955), 62-63; and Ilja Mieck, Preussische
 Gewerbepolitik in Berlin 1806-1844 (Berlin, 1965), 54-60.
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 The Shaping of Women's Work in Manufacturing 1123

 In building its case, the government relied on the older notion that the right to

 work was conditional-a concession granted, modified, or refused by the sovereign

 "according to times and customs" (Zeit und Sitte). But the "times and customs" were

 now redefined and made compatible with such radical principles as "healthy

 competition" and benefits for the consuming public. These new precepts justified

 extending women's right to make clothing for sale-limited earlier to dynamic

 centers like Berlin in which mercantile policies had loosened guild controls-to all

 Prussian territories. Government ministers went so far as to declare that right an

 integral part of the "natural order." Propriety alone and the rule of decency must

 surely reserve to women the measuring and fitting of women's clothing. Besides,

 women were expected to sew for their families. But the government's logic eluded

 the Naumburg guildsmen; their "natural order" had never included such an

 understanding. Men had traditionally been apprentices in the sewing of women's

 clothing; tailors had always worked for ladies of the upper classes. It was the

 employment of women in manufacturing that contravened nature; their proper

 role was that of housewife or servant in other people's households.3

 This conflict between guildsmen and Prussian officials was more than a

 disagreement over the definition of women's proper work. At its heart was an

 ambiguity over the nature of production. The Romantic age tended to segregate

 the world of work from that of home, but garment making defied this normative

 division. Guildsmen could not control work performed in the household. And, as

 the example of garment making reveals, a large number of households functioned

 as important centers of production, imparting skills that were transferable to the

 marketplace. In practical terms, the lines remained blurred between household

 and market production-between work for personal use, on the one hand, and

 work for wages, on the other. This ambiguity became a general characteristic of

 women's work.4 Conceptually, there was no difficulty in differentiating housework

 3 ZStAM, Zivil-Kabinet, 2.2.1, Nr. 27876, Bl. 11, 15-22. In preindustrial Saxon cities like Naumburg
 and Zeitz, guild regulations assigned the making of men's and women's clothing exclusively to
 members; craftsmen chose an apprenticeship in one or the other. This was not the case in Berlin since
 mercantile policies had already loosened guild controls. There craftsmen monopolized the production
 of men's clothing, but the sewing of dresses and linens for individual customers was left to free-
 essentially female-labor. The seamstresses were not permitted to sell their wares on the open market,
 and only the French couturieres could train female apprentices. See W. Zincke, Sechshundert Jahre
 Geschichte der Berliner Schneider-Gilde und ihrer Zeit 1288-1888: Eine Festschrift im Auftrage der Berliner
 Schneider-Innung (Berlin, 1888), 116-17, 125-27; Hugo Rachel, Das Berliner Wirtschaftsleben im Zeitalter
 des Friihkapitalismus (Berlin, 1931), 33-37, 124-30, 163-65; and Dagmar Ladj-Teichmann, "Erziehung
 zur Weiblichkeit durch Textilarbeiten: Ein Beitrag zur Sozialgeschichte der Frauenbildung im 19.
 Jahrhundert" (Ph.D. dissertation, Technical University, Berlin, 1982), 156-57.

 4 Alice Clark, Working Life of Women in the Seventeenth Century (New York, 1968), 6-8. In this classic
 study of women's work, Clark distinguished between several different types of production, what she
 called domestic, family, and capitalist industry, but she did not develop these insights more fully. Also
 see Louise A. Tilly and Joan W. Scott, Women, Work, and Family (New York, 1978), 3; and Gisela Bock
 and Barbara Duden, "Arbeit aus Liebe-Liebe als Arbeit: Zur Entstehung der Hausarbeit im
 Kapitalismus," Frauen und Wissenschaft: Beitrage zur Berliner Sommeruniversitdt fiur Frauen; Juli 1976
 (Berlin, 1977), 152. Tilly and Scott discussed the difference between work for "household use" and for
 "exchange." In their pioneering work, Bock and Duden described categories of paid work, like sewing,
 that blended into housework. The focus of this important study is the origin of modern housework
 as women's work, a process that occurred, the authors argued, between 1880 and 1920. They discussed
 normative changes among Prussia's educated elite in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and
 picked up the story again at the end of the nineteenth century in North America. They omitted
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 1124 Jean H. Quataert

 and wagework. But the labor of both was often based on the same skills. No wonder

 that the Naumburg tailors protested so strongly against the seventy "untrained"

 seamstresses who threatened the artisan ideal of skill monopoly.5

 The root of the problem lay in the ancient conflict between urban guildsmen and

 the household. From its beginning, the guild system, created by towns to organize

 craft production, had coexisted uneasily with the household economy. Central

 European guilds had fought hard to separate their work from similar activity in

 the home and to establish distinctions between their professional output and

 household products. Guild prejudice exploded in the seventeenth century when

 manufacture for export spread to the countryside and rural households were

 transformed into competitive manufacturing enterprises. These households were

 remarkably productive, using the labor of their members in ways that undermined

 the guilds. Urban textile guildsmen in some areas of Central Europe articulated

 the issue by adopting a gender order that reserved to guilds-men sole control over

 production for exchange. By the end of the Thirty Years' War, household

 production had become inextricably linked with women's work in the eyes of the

 threatened craftsmen.6 This association coincided with the removal of single

 women from independent participation in the guilds and their relegation, ideally,

 to service and household activities. Under the pressures of commercial capitalism,

 guilds saw their markets shrinking, and one response was to limit women's

 productive roles in goods manufacture. The fateful connection of women and the

 household sphere of production thereafter had a crucial effect on the experiences

 of women laborers in manufacturing.

 Social historians of work have claimed that industrial advance was accompanied
 by a powerful and increasingly pervasive conception of the sexual division of labor.

 Wage and salary employment were defined as the proper work of men, and

 housework, including family maintenance and child care, was seen as the

 appropriate activity for women. This division originated as an ideal in the

 bourgeois social world and was supported by a real change resulting from

 industrial development: the physical separation of work and home. Historians

 have argued, furthermore, that with economic growth and expansion came a

 gradual rise in living standards, which permitted even lower-class families to

 approximate this work ideal at times in their domestic cycle. The division of work

 into two increasingly distinct sexual spheres was essential for the development of

 industrial capitalism in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.7

 discussion of how the notions of housework and wagework became institutionalized through state
 policy in the course of the nineteenth century in Central Europe.

 5 Rudolf Wissell, who wrote an exhaustive three-volume study of German guildsmen and their
 traditions, made the important point that artisanship was essentially a matter of skill, not necessarily
 a matter of possession of a workshop. Wissell was a trade union secretary, a member of the German
 Social Democratic party in Imperial Germany, and a member of parliament during the Weimar
 Republic. Wissell, Des Alten Handwerks Recht und Gewohnheit, ed. Ernst Schraepler, 3 vols. (Berlin, 1971,
 1974, 1978), 1: 8.

 6 Max Rumpf, Deutsches Handwerker Leben und der Aufstieg der Stadt (Stuttgart, 1955), 139. Rumpf
 recognized the difficulties linen craftsmen had differentiating their work from nonguild household
 production and from women's daily activities.

 7 Gertraude Kittler, Hausarbeit: Zur Geschichte einer "Natur-Ressource" (Munich, 1980); Karin Hausen,
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 The Shaping of Women's Work in Manufacturing 1125

 This article offers a broader context within which to assess the evolution of

 "modern" gender divisions. The focus is on the material and normative worlds of

 artisans and lower-class households rather than on the values generated by

 middle-class experience. It shows that women's work in goods manufacture was

 shaped profoundly by economic tension between guilds and households that

 erupted in the early modern period in Central Europe. Later, under state auspices,

 the older negative attitudes toward housework deprecated the work of women in

 the era of industrialization.

 UNTIL INDUSTRIAL ADVANCE made domestic production redundant, household

 members manufactured a wide range of goods in their homes. The making of

 yarns, linens, upholstery, and soap was a regular part of everyday living well into

 the nineteenth century. These goods served household needs and were consumed

 on a daily basis by household members. Yet with the granting of the first guild

 charters in Europe in the twelfth century, the same goods were also produced for

 exchange-as a livelihood and profession.8 Some guildsmen, most notably

 weavers, manufactured a product often indistinguishable from that made at home.

 In other cases, the stages of production were divided between householders and

 artisans. The household member, for example, cleaned and prepared horsehairs

 or feathers that the upholsterer then fashioned into mattresses. Similarly, tailors

 typically worked in the homes of their customers on coarse cloth woven by the

 family. In preindustrial times some products, such as bed linens and tablecloths,

 had not yet become artisanal and were usually made in the home.9

 The elaborate rules and regulations that governed the intricacies of guild life

 were largely designed to establish guildsmen's work as a distinctive professional

 "Family and Role Divisions: The Polarisation of Sexual Stereotypes of Work and Family Life," in
 Richard J. Evans and W. R. Lee, eds., The German Family (London, 1981), 51-83, and "Familie als
 Gegenstand historischer Sozialwissenschaft: Bemerkungen zu einer Forschungsstrategie," Geschichte
 und Gesellschaft, 1 (1975): 201; and Sibylle Meyer, "Die muhsame Arbeit des demonstrativen
 Muissiggangs: Uber die hauslichen Pflichten der Beamtenfrauen im Kaiserreich," in Karin Hausen, ed.,
 Frauen suchen ihre Geschichte: Historische Studien zum 19. und2O.Jahrhundert (Munich, 1983), 172-94. Also
 see, in particular, Erna Olafson Hellerstein et al., eds., Victorian Women: A DocumentaryAccount of Women's
 Lives in Nineteenth-Century England, France, and the United States (Stanford, Calif., 1981), 272-91; Tilly
 and Scott, Women, Work, and Family, 149-213; and Bock and Duden, "Arbeit aus Liebe." Tilly and Scott
 described a "family consumer economy" among the working classes at the end of the nineteenth
 century, which rested on a sexual division of labor.

 8 The guilds emerged throughout Europe between the twelfth and fifteenth centuries; thereafter,
 in most areas their role and influence in the urban economy declined, except in the Germanic world
 where they remained an important economic and sociocultural force well into the nineteenth century.
 Their power varied, depending on whether they controlled the urban political structure and could
 organize defense, taxation, and market production. Fernand Braudel, Civilization and Capitalism,
 15th-18th Century, volume 2: The Wheels of Commerce, trans. Sian Reynolds (New York, 1979), 314-15;
 Fischer, Handwerksrecht und Handwerkswirtschaft, 20; and Jurgen Bergmann, Das Berliner Handwerk in
 den Friihphasen der Industrialisierung (Berlin, 1973), 22-23. Bergmann contrasted the political strength
 of the guilds in medieval Cologne with the weaker position of those in medieval Berlin-Colln.

 9 Berlin und seine Arbeit: AmtlicherBericht derBerliner Gewerbe-Ausstellung 1896 zugleich eine Darstellung
 des gegenwdrtigen Standes unserer gewerblichen Entwicklung (Berlin, 1901), 225; Lothar Baar, Die Berliner
 Industrie in der industriellen Revolution (1966; reprint edn., Berlin, 1974); Gustav Schmoller, Zur Geschichte
 der deutschen Kleingewerbe im 19. Jahrhundert: Statistische und nationalokonomische Untersuchungen (Halle,
 1870), 17-19; and Clark, Working Life of Women, 8.
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 1126 Jean H. Quataert

 activity. Guildsmen derived their sense of status and self from jealously guarded

 statutes that regulated access, training, type of production, and exchange. '0 Guilds

 had neither the will nor the means to monopolize all social production, but in the

 preindustrial era they could effectively control the distribution of goods. Guilds-

 men monopolized sales within an established geographic area and appropriated

 for themselves alone the right to produce for the market. Baker guild statutes in

 the city of Frankfurt in 1355 established as best they could the lines between market

 and household production. "We have the right [to say] that no one in the city can

 bake unless he belongs to our guild, unless it be someone who bakes for himself

 and his whole household.""II Thus, guildsmen forced a basic distinction between

 production for exchange (which was highly organized and regulated) and

 production for immediate household use (which was unregulated).

 In the main, these two spheres of work coexisted independent of each other,

 according to explicit or implicit rules and codes. Yet the demarcation between

 them kept shifting, and conflict was never really absent. Central European urban

 chronicles are filled with examples of guildsmen in hot pursuit of "bunglers"

 (Pfuscher) and "disturbers" (Storer)-people who had ready access to or had

 acquired at home the skills to produce wares. This the guildsmen could not control.

 But once the itinerants tried to sell their wares in defiance of guild rules, craftsmen

 mobilized public authorities to run them out of town.'2 In these cases, guildsmen

 sought to secure their monopoly over transactions in which money was exchanged.

 A criterion of esteemed work in the preindustrial era that has been largely

 overlooked by historians was distance from household production. Germanic

 society distinguished between "honorable" (ehrlich) and "dishonorable" labor, and

 the notions were of utmost importance to a world obsessed by status. They played

 a central role in the ranking of urban guilds and, thus, in determining who could

 or could not work with whom. Those labeled "dishonorable" could neither join

 guilds nor obtain a church position.'3 Most historians interested in the theme of

 10 Fischer, Handwerksrecht und Handwerkswirtschaft, 19; P. Boissonnade, Life and Work in Medieval
 Europe (Fifth to Fifteenth Centuries), trans. Eileen Power (New York, 1927), 212-13; and Bergmann, Das
 Berliner Handwerk, 6.

 11 Rumpf, Deutsches HandwerkerLeben, 118. The statute read, "Auch hatten wir daz recht, das nymand
 in der stad sulde backin, he enhette dan unssir zunfft; es enwere dan eyn man, der ime und syme
 gesinde wolde backin."

 12 Wissell, Das Alten Handwerks Recht, 1: 47; Mack Walker, German Home Towns: Community, State, and
 General Estate, 1648-1871 (Ithaca, N.Y., 1971), 86-87; Rachel, Das Berliner Wirtschaftsleben, 13-15,
 21-22; Susan C. Karant-Nunn, "Continuity and Change: Some Effects of the Reformation on the
 Women of Zwickau," Sixteenth Century Journal, 12 (1982): 26; and Rudolf Weinhold, Tdpferwerk in der
 Oberlausitz: Beitrdge zur Geschichte des Oberlausitzer Topferhandwerks (Berlin, 1958), 55-56. Karant-Nunn
 described women selling homemade food, which angered the guilds. Also see Alfred Hoffmann, "Zur
 Problematik der agrarischen Nebengewerbe und der Reagrarisierung," in Hermann Kellenbenz, ed.,
 Agrarisches Nebengewerbe und Formen der Reagrarisierung im Spdtmittelalter und 19.120. Jahrhundert
 (Stuttgart, 1975), 35. Hoffmann provided information on the types of people who sold homemade
 goods in defiance of guild regulations.

 13 Although the words "honorable" and "dishonorable" appear in both the medieval and early
 modern periods, historians have argued that their meanings changed over time. In the medieval world,
 honor was a legal concept-the possession of rights-and honorable work was that done under license
 by citizens in urban areas. Dishonorable essentially applied to work done by serfs or others without
 specified rights, but dishonor could also be inherent in an occupation. In the early modern period,
 honor took on more of a moral connotation and became associated with legitimacy of birth and orderly
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 The Shaping of Women's Work in Manufacturing 1127

 work valuation have attributed both the origin and the longevity of the labels

 "honorable" and "dishonorable" to the urban-rural or free-unfree dichotomy that

 was a fundamental characteristic of social life. Some occupations were, to be sure,

 inherently distasteful and carried "dishonor" with them, such as hangman

 (Henker), who executed the condemned, and skinner (Schinder), who disposed of

 cattle carcasses. The opprobrium was also applied to vagabonds, gypsies, whores,

 tax collectors, and people associated with the theater. In the case of occupations

 that were not obviously repugnant, historians have argued that ultimately

 "dishonorable" reflected the taint of personal bondage, of birth without urban

 rights and privileges, which could be traced back generations. 14 "City air makes an

 individual free" (Stadtluft machtfrei) was an old German saying. But I submit that

 "honorable" referred as well to work processes clearly dissociated from the

 household economy. Only such a separation could assure proper training for

 guildsmen and guarantee that production would take place under established

 procedures that constantly adjusted the ratios of masters to apprentices. Equally

 important was the assurance that persons who learned the trade in a household

 would not be admitted to guilds.

 An examination of the strikingly different values placed on the making of wool

 and linen cloth (Woll- und Leinengewerbe) illustrates the negative effect of close ties

 to the household economy. Both trades had been highly significant in the economic

 expansion of Europe that began in the eleventh century. The early trading

 community of northwestern Europe was based primarily on the exchange of

 English wool and Franco-Flemish cloth. Wool cloth production expanded, and by

 the mid-fourteenth century the Italians had also become deeply involved in the

 trade. New cloth-producing centers opened up in the eastern regions of Silesia,

 the Lausitz, and Poland and in the western cities of Speyer and Mainz. Linen

 industries and the flax market also expanded, as Europeans of all social classes

 began to wear cotton or linen undergarments and demand lighter outer clothing.

 House linens, such as sheets and tablecloths, also became more common. By the

 thirteenth century, Constance and St. Gall had become famous for their "German"

 linens.'5 But, though both linen and wool weavers worked on the loom, a tool

 domestic and economic behavior. After the religious wars, it seems that guardianship of morals in
 smaller Central European towns fell to secular institutions like the guilds. I have expanded this
 discussion by proposing an additional criterion. See Walker, German Home Towns, 91, 102-06; and
 Wissell, Des Alten Handwerks Recht, 1: 145-52, 240-54. Wissell gave numerous examples of guilds in
 the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries that refused to accept persons of "illegitimate" birth. For the
 definitions of "Ehre" and "Anruichtigkeit," see Meyers Grosses Konversations-Lexikon (6th edn., Leipzig,
 1908, 1909), vol. 1, and vol. 5, pp.410,554. Also see Heinrich Gebauer, Die Volkswirtschaft im Konigreiche
 Sachsen: Historisch, geographisch und statistisch dargestellt, 3 (Dresden, 1893), 222-25; Rumpf, Deutsches
 Handwerker Leben, 68-69; and Karant-Nunn, "Continuity and Change," 24 n. 35.

 14 Walker, German Home Towns, 102-04; Wissell, Des Alten Handwerks Recht, 1: 150; Rachel, Das
 Berliner Wirtschaftsleben, 111; and H. Ermisch, "Die Anfange der sachsischen Stadtewesens," in Robert
 Muttke, ed., Sdchsische Volkskunde (Leipzig, 1903), 155-56.

 15 Robert-Henri Bautier, The Economic Development of Medieval Europe (London, 1971), 93, 96, 166,
 212-13; and Braudel, Civilization and Capitalism, 15th-18th Century, volume 1: The Structures of Everyday
 Life: TheLimits of the Possible, trans. Sian Reynolds (London, 1979), 326-27. Also see Hans Conrad Peyer,
 Leinwandgewerbe und Fernhandel des Stadt St. Gallen von den Anfdngen bis 1520, volume 1: Quellen; volume
 2: Ubersicht, Anhang, Register (St. Gall, 1959, 1960).
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 considered among the most noble of cultural inventions, in Germanic areas only

 wool-not linen-cloth making was considered an honorable profession.'6

 Why linen making should have been regarded as dishonorable presents a

 problem, since there was nothing inherently polluting about linen's qualities as

 cloth.'7 In the static world of the urban guilds, however, prejudices once formed

 took on a life of their own. Linen weavers were shunned in part because they always

 had been; the sentiment had become customary. But how did the custom develop?

 To answer this question, we must shift our focus from the broader European

 terrain to the Bohemian-Saxon province of the Oberlausitz. Since the fourteenth

 century, the area owed its growth and prosperity to the textile trades, both wool

 and linen. It offers a special opportunity to assess the social valuation associated

 with production.

 In the Oberlausitz, cloth making in general was regarded as the most honorable

 of work. In the city of Bautzen, cloth makers "held the oldest seal"; in Gorlitz, until

 modern times, the neighborhoods in which wool weavers first settled were called

 "the craft" (das Handwerk); in 1356, two noble brothers not only granted the first

 charter to wool weavers in the village of Gersdorf in the Oberlausitz but also

 certified them as master artisans (die Meister auf dem Handwerk in the German of

 that time).'8 In contrast, linen makers had great difficulty being recognized as

 honorable. Despite repeated injunctions by the sovereign, a butcher guild in

 Chemnitz in the mid-fifteenth century refused to accept a linen weaver's son as an

 apprentice, asserting that the whole guild would have been dishonored and

 shunned by the city folk. There are many examples of mayors in Saxon towns who

 wrote on birth certificates that a child had come "from honorable parents and not

 from people with dubious reputations, snubbed by honorable guilds." Linen

 16 Wissell, Des Alten Handwerks Recht, 1: 167-72 and appendix 7. Wissell examined negative attitudes
 toward linen weaving, but I do not think that his analysis goes far enough.

 17 My research indicates that the negative attitudes toward linen weaving were not intrinsic to linen
 as a cloth; rather, guildsmen considered its mode of production insidious. In Western culture, linen
 cloth had been highly esteemed since biblical times (that women used linen rags-or wool for that
 matter-during menstruation had no negative consequences). One commentator went so far as to say,
 "In all ages, Linen has been considered by man as an emblem of spotless purity, and well it may be
 so, for what on earth is cleaner, what can be purer than fine Linen clear and white? It was the purest
 material in which it was possible to clothe the priesthood when performing their sacred duties, and it
 was used for this purpose in the idolatrous rituals of Egypt, of Greece and of Rome, as well as by the
 Aaronic priesthood who ministered at the altar of the God of Israel." See Alex J. Warden, The Linen
 Trade, Ancient and Modern (London, 1864), 144. Several writers also cited the judgment of Lucius
 Apuleius, Roman writer in the second century A.D. and author of The Golden Ass, who explained why
 men kept sacred emblems in linen, not wool, cloth. "For wool, the excretion of a sluggish body taken
 from sheep, was deemed a profane attire, even according to the early tenets of Orpheus and
 Pythagoras. But Flax, that cleanest and best production of the field, is used not only for the inner and
 outer clothing of the most holy priests of the Egyptians, but also for covering sacred objects." This
 accords with other popular notions; in the late medieval and early modern periods, shepherding was
 unquestionably a lowly occupation, even though the making of cloth was honored. See Warden, Linen
 Trade, 214-15; and Edgcumbe Staley, The Guilds of Florence (London, 1906), 350. Staley cited Apuleius,
 "the wise old monk of the fifth century," as the author of the above quotation, but he must have meant
 the classical writer.

 18 Hermann Knothe, "Geschichte des Tuchmacherhandwerks in der Oberlausitz bis Anfang des
 siebzehntenJahrhunderts," Neues Lausitzisches Magazin, 58 (Gorlitz, 1882): 246-48; Rachel, Das Berliner
 Wirtschaftsleben, 111; Rudolf Lehmann, "Niederlausitz und Oberlausitz in vergleichender geschicht-
 licher Betrachtung,"Jahrbuchfiir die Geschichte Mittel- und Ostdeutschlands, 7 (Tubingen, 1958): 115.
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 The Shaping of Women's Work in Manufacturing 1129

 weaver was among the occupations listed as disreputable. Linen weavers in

 Brandenburg, Berlin, Frankfurt, Bautzen, and many other cities of the region,

 such as Meissen, fought these slanders in the local courts. They were aided by

 Saxon and Brandenburg overlords, who issued decrees placing linen weaving on

 an equal basis with other occupations.'9 But the laws did not change popular

 conceptions. Linen weavers were typically deprecated as those who "carried the

 ladders to the gallows." "Better skinner than linen weaver" was another popular

 judgment.20 These pervasive sentiments and the resulting social ostracism lasted

 well into the eighteenth century.

 What is essential here is the professionalization of cloth making and its

 transformation into an urban monopoly in the Oberlausitz. Both wool and linen

 weaving were part of the early manor economy, and therefore both occupations

 were originally "tainted" by the labor of unfree persons.2' At the end of the

 thirteenth century, the territorial lords attracted cloth makers from Flanders to the

 area. At the time, Flanders was one of the most economically advanced regions of

 Europe, and it had experienced a veritable revolution in cloth making that

 involved a series of technological innovations (for example, the invention of the

 vertical loom).22 With their technological superiority, Flemish wool weavers

 essentially took over the production of cloth in the urban areas of the Oberlausitz:

 they had the tools, established the training, and coordinated production.

 Oberlausitz chroniclers credited these foreigners with "inventing" the first guilds.

 Increasingly, each stage of production-preparing the warp, weaving, dyeing,

 fulling-became specialized and organized in its own guild. The guilds produced

 a broadcloth of higher quality than that woven in individual households.

 Linen weaving, however, never lost its ties to the household economy and

 remained a supplemental activity in both rural and urban homes. This was partly

 the result of technology: the stages of linen production were not sharply

 differentiated, and the work tasks were fluid. Linen weavers worked with the

 members of their households-family and apprentices, men and women-to

 19 In 1320, Braunschweig goldsmiths refused to accept linen weavers' children (linenweveres kindere)
 as apprentices, as was true of Bremen shoemakers (1330), Hildesheim butchers (1423), and Lunen
 baker guilds (1601). Wissell, Des Alten Handwerks Recht, 1: 153, 160, 168-70, and appendix 7. In 1456
 the Saxon elector officially elevated the status of linen weavers as did the later imperial decrees of 1577
 and 1731. See Meyers Grosses Konversations-Lexikon, vol. 1, p. 554.

 20 To equate linen weavers with skinners was truly slanderous, because, of all occupations once
 "dishonored," only the skinner and his children who assisted him remained legally dishonored by the
 imperial decree of 1731. Meyers Grosses Konversations-Lexikon, vol. 1, p. 554. Jacob Grimm and Wilhelm
 Grimm noted the connection between linen weavers and the hangman's gallows. See their Deutsches
 Worterbuch, 6 (Leipzig, 1885), 711.

 21 It should be noted that "dishonorable" was also applied to the work of Jews and Wends, and the
 Oberlausitz is one of the most important Wendish (Slavic) centers in German-speaking territory. But,
 beginning in the eleventh century, the south Oberlausitz, the area that emerged later as a
 protoindustrial site of linen production, was colonized by German-speakers, and the vast majority of
 weavers were Germans. The ethnic factor may have played a role, but I do not consider it central.

 22 P. Vaczy, "La transformation de la technique et de l'organisation de l'industrie textile en Flandre
 aux XIe-XIIIe siecles," Studia Historica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae (Budapest, 1960), 14; and
 Carlo M. Cipolla, Before the Industrial Revolution: European Society and Economy, 1000-1 700 (New York,
 1976), 164. The original immigration charter for the city of Bautzen was granted in 1281. See Knothe,
 "Geschichte des Tuchmacherhandwerks," 241.
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 produce woven goods. But the persistent view of linen weaving as part of

 household production was also the result of a legal compromise between noble and

 city interests that provided the main contours of economic development in the

 province. In 1345, six cities in the Oberlausitz joined together in an urban league,

 in its day an important and much-emulated polity. Formed originally to safeguard

 the trade of the cities' burghers from marauding noblemen, it quickly became a

 political force of its own, determined to protect the burghers' livelihood against

 competitive manufacturing in the countryside. Each city was granted monopolies

 by the kings of Bohemia, and wool making was officially established as an

 exclusively urban privilege. The Prague Convention of 1534 reaffirmed these

 separate rights and agreements between sovereign and city; it specifically pro-

 vided, however, that linen weavers be allowed to weave within defined city limits

 as long as they did not "do business."23 Thus, linen weaving by both men and

 women was permitted to continue as household work in both urban and rural

 areas.

 In villages under noblejurisdiction (Rittergutsdorfer), moreover, weaving became

 a source of supplemental income for cottagers. Seeking to obtain a stable supply

 of cheap agricultural labor, the lords attracted cottagers and other small lessees to

 the province, which was hilly and only marginally fertile, by encouraging linen

 weaving during the long winter months. Weaving served multiple purposes and

 had the same flexibility that later characterized seamstressing-to the chagrin of

 both urban weavers and, later, tailor craftsmen. Linen products were turned into

 tribute for the lord, transformed into a marketable commodity, or produced and

 consumed at home. This continuing association with household economy meant

 that urban Oberlausitz linen guilds never established their work as distinctively

 urban nor particularly honorable.24 No wonder that other guilds refused to take

 in a linen weaver's son or someone who married a linen weaver's daughter.

 Although the evidence is much sketchier for other occupations, butchers and

 23 Carl Alexander Edelmann, Die particulare Gewerbe-Verfassung der Oberlausitz in ihrer geschichtlichen
 Entwicklung und Begriindung (Bautzen, 1860), 18. The relevant sections of the convention read:
 "Handwerks-Leute sollen in der Meile um eine jegliche der Sechsstate nicht gehalten werden,
 ausserhalb denen, so uiber vermahrte Zeit allbereit in der Meile gewohnt; aber Schmiede, die
 Pflug-Schaar scharffen und alt Eisen bussen, auch Leineweber,jedoch dass sie damit nicht handthieren,
 die mogen in der Meile bleiben." Knothe, "Geschichte des Tuchmacherhandwerks," 246; Gebauer, Die
 Volkswirtschaft, 224; and Edmund Gr6llich, Die Baumwollweberei der sdchsischen Oberlausitz und ihre
 Entwickelung zum Grossbetrieb (Leipzig, 1911), 8. Ladj-Teichmann described a similar pattern of
 development in the Prussia of Frederick I; "Erziehung zur Weiblichkeit," 65.

 24 Gebauer argued that acceptance of rural weavers into a guild dishonored it; his view has been the
 conventional interpretation. Speaking specifically of linen weavers, he claimed that urban magistrates
 attracted weavers to cities by granting them "citizenship." Guilds were required to accept citizens as
 members, but acceptance of weavers tainted a guild because of their tie to serf labor; Die Volkswirtschaft,
 224. My interpretation is not necessarily incompatible with Gebauer's view, although more was at work
 than the issue of bondage or rural location. Such fluidity between "unfree" and "free" labor was only
 possible if the work tasks were similar in the household and the guilds. Also see Wissell, Des Alten
 Handwerks Recht, 1: 167-68. Knothe, in his detailed study of the history of Oberlausitz cloth makers,
 acknowledged that, in contrast to woolen cloth producers, the status of linen makers suffered from their
 association with household work, but he did not develop the point further; "Geschichte des
 Tuchmacherhandwerks," 246. The same is true of Gebauer's examination of the history of
 manufacture in the Oberlausitz; Die Volkswirtschaft, 223.
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 bakers occasionally faced similar prejudices because their crafts were also easily

 performed in the household.25

 The uneasy relationship between guilds and households turned into rivalry with

 the transformation of many rural households into manufacturing units for more

 or less distant markets. Beginning in the late sixteenth century, capitalist advances

 spread industry throughout the Central European countryside, and developing

 world markets led rural households in areas like the Oberlausitz increasingly to

 manufacture goods for export in return for cash income. Rural householders

 already had the requisite tools and skills, and they could undercut urban

 craftsmen. They used fully the labor of all family members-young and old, male

 and female-and household agricultural production permitted them to sell their

 goods for less than their subsistence cost.26 Thus, the direct threat posed by these

 households to the livelihood of urban craftsmen increased social tensions and

 generated violence.

 The case of urban linen weavers in the Oberlausitz furnishes a good illustration

 of the conflict, which worsened during the Thirty Years' War. Until 1600 the

 Oberlausitz urban linen guilds were able to enforce their monopolies over the

 market and hold at bay merchant-capitalists from Nuremberg and other South

 German textile cities, who tried to encourage village linen production for

 25 The place of butchers and bakers in the guild hierarchy varies too greatly over time and place to
 permit generalization. Several analysts of guilds in the Italian city-states of the later medieval period
 and of those in Paris have put forth the interpretation that I have developed. They have also claimed
 that a basic determinant of guild rank was the extent to which guild production was distinct from similar
 work done at home. Neither bakers, bread makers, nor butchers succeeded in becoming a regular part
 of the Six Guilds of Paris, which carried the blue canopy when the king and queen or papal legation
 entered the city, and members of these three guilds were rarely found in the Greater or even

 Intermediate Guilds of Florence. Georges Renaud wrote: "There is no need for further explanation
 to make us understand why the bakers and bread-makers at Florence came last on the list of twenty-one
 official guilds. It is useless to attribute their comparative disrepute to the supposed ease with which they
 could defraud their clients in the weight and quality of the bread they sold." Such ill fame came from
 an imperfect separation from household production. Renaud, Guilds in the Middle Ages (1 918; reprint
 edn., New York, 1968), 61; and Boissonnade, Life and Work in Medieval Europe, 211-12. Clark made
 a similar point when discussing women's position in the "professional" baking and butcher trades;
 Working Life of Women, 210-19. But in the Germanic world, in medieval Bern and Berlin, for example,
 the same guilds were often found among the politically privileged groups. In Bern, one member from
 each of the smith, tanner, baker, and butcher guilds carried the city banner in battle. In thirteenth-
 century Berlin, four guilds (viergewerke) of butchers, bakers, shoemakers, and wool-but not linen-
 cloth makers, together with wealthy shopkeepers, comprised the second order in the political structure.
 On Bern, see Rumpf, DeutschesHandwerkerLeben, 1 14. On Berlin, see Bergmann, DasBerlinerHandwerk,
 22-23. Butchers and bakers, however, were also subject to scorn, if folk sayings are to be believed. One
 popular expression said, "Die Muller sind staubig und d'Beckeknecht au, Und die Metzger sind
 schmutzig und die Schinderknecht au." ("Millers raise dust, and the baker's lad, too. Butchers are dirty,
 as is the skinner's boy.") For the quotation, see Rumpf, Deutsches Handwerker Leben, 131. I also think
 that, in German areas, butchers and bakers were among the earliest guilds regulated by local and
 territorial authorities because of their important role in providing good nourishment. Time and again,
 the authorities enforced regulations by threatening to revoke guild statutes and deregulate the sale of
 bread and meat, that is, open it to those not in guilds. To guildsmen, the threat was real because their
 skills were practiced in the household on a daily basis. Bakers and butchers were among those
 guildsmen who most jealously guarded their monopolies well into the early nineteenth century, as
 Freiherr von Stein acknowledged during the discussions in Prussia over "free trade." On the tactics of
 authorities, see Mieck, Preussische Gewerbepolitik in Berlin, 55; and Rumpf, Deutsches Handwerker Leben,
 115-17.

 26 G. Korschelt, Geschichte von Oderwitz (Neu-Gersdorf, 1871), 196; and Sidney Pollard, Peaceful
 Conquest: The Industrialization of Europe, 1760-1980 (Oxford, 1981), 65, 71-72.
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 exchange. By the 1620s and 1630s, however, the social and economic dislocations

 of the war had weakened the urban guilds. South German and later British-based

 distributors returned to capitalize on existing skills and spread market production

 to the Oberlausitz countryside. In desperation, the urban guildsmen repeatedly

 marched on the villages, attacked them, and burned the looms. In February 1627,

 for example, Zittau guild-masters, town councilors, and other officers destroyed

 the looms and seized the yarn in the villages (Ratsdorfer) of Oderwitz, Olbersdorf,

 and Herwigsdorf; earlier they had forcibly curtailed weaving in their domain of

 Reichenau.27 By the time the conflicts ended, guildsmen, as part of their

 denigration of the productive strengths of the rural household, had come to equate

 women's work with village work.28 Sexual idiom stood for complex economic

 tensions-an apparently new phenomenon that warrants greater attention.

 Until the mid-seventeenth century, artisanal values belittled both rural and

 urban household production because it was unregulated, essentially nonprofes-

 sional, and potentially competitive-that is, nonguild. In the newer controversy,

 when guildsmen were seeking to curtail women's participation in goods manu-

 facture and confine their activities to the household sphere, such disesteemed work

 became identified as women's work. Although there was still considerable

 ambiguity in the mid-seventeenth century over the participants and jobs in the

 household economy, the increasingly closed world of urban guilds began to use

 gender as a fundamental determinant of work roles and their valuation.29

 This had not always been the case. The earliest medieval guilds freely admitted

 women as masters. Not all guilds did so, apparently, and it may be that medieval

 urban manufacturing had its own equivalent of "heavy" and "light" work and

 segregated occupations in the manner of later industrial capitalism. But

 thirteenth-century Paris had eighty mixed craft guilds of men and women and

 fifteen female-dominated guilds for such trades as gold thread, yarn, silk, and

 dress manufacturing. Central European statutes explicitly mention female par-

 ticipants in the same century. In 1276, Augsburg regulated the wages of children-

 27 For descriptions of the conflict, see, among others, G. Korschelt, "Beitrage zur Geschichte der
 Webindustrie in der sachsischen Oberlausitz," Oberlausitzer Rundshau, vol. 11, no. 19 (1867; reprint
 edn., 1960), 293-94; Arno Kunze, "Vom Bauerndorf zum Weberdorf: Zur sozialen und wirtschaft-
 lichen Struktur der Waldhufendorfer der sudlichen Oberlausitz im 16., 17. und 18. Jahrhundert," in
 Martin Reuther, ed., Oberlausitzer Forschungen: Beitrdge zur Landesgeschichte (Leipzig, 1961), 176-79;
 Ludwig Engelmann, Geschichte von Reichenau (Reichenau, 1904), 284-85; Aus der Geschichte Weigsdorf:
 Vortrag vonKarl Seiler (Leipzig, 1904), 19; Christian Adolph Pescheck, Handbuch der Geschichte von Zittau,
 2 (Zittau, 1837): 67; and Helmut Sieber, Oberlausitz (Frankfurt am Main, 1968), 22. For the
 unauthorized sale of linen during the unsettled, inflationary period of the Thirty Years' War, see
 B. 0. Markgraf, "Der landliche Gewerbezwang in Sachsen zu Beginn der Neuzeit," Neues Archiv fur
 sdchsische Geschichte, 30 (Dresden, 1930): 116-17.

 28 Early guild statutes (of 1500, which were reaffirmed in 1524) in the Oberlausitz province had
 already identified rural household work and women's work as two sources of competition. Edmund
 Wauer, Geschichte der Industriedorfer Eibau und Neueibau: Eine Studie iiber die wirtschaftliche und kulturelle
 Bedeutung der siidlausitzer Drfer, 1 (Dresden, 1913): 113-14; and Gustav Aubin, Die Leineweberzechen in
 Zittau, Bautzen, und Gorlitz. Reprinted from Abdriick aus denJahrbiichernfiir Nationalokonomie und Statistik,
 104 (Jena, 1915): 608-12, 628-49. For insights into guildmen's low evaluation of both types of work,
 see Richard Kramer, ed., Amtliche Katalog der Oberlausitzer Gewerbe- und Industrieausstellung Verbunden mit
 Ausstellungfiir Gartenbau und Landwirtschaft in Zittau 1902 (Zittau, n.d.), 36.

 29 Ladj-Teichmann analyzed the actual fluidity of work in the household economy; "Erziehung zur
 Weiblichkeit," 110.
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 daughters and sons-who wanted to become apprentices; similarly, the city council

 of Speyer in 1360 mentioned daughters weaving cloth. Women in both Silesia and

 the Oberlausitz were active in cloth making. As guild statutes show, they were

 combers and even master-weavers (Meisterinnen), and the guilds were enjoined

 specifically "not to allow female spinners in the workshops."30

 A policy of admitting women to a variety of nonagricultural occupations was

 compatible with a society that needed to use fully the productive capacities of all

 of its members. One thorough analyst of medieval work concluded that in the early

 days of the guilds "women were eligible for artisanship without restriction."'3'

 Although not a guild member, the wife of Bath in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales was

 by her own testimony a skillful clothier whose business was big enough to rival the

 Flemish cloth makers. She had numerous real-life counterparts in fourteenth-

 century England.32 Female entrepreneurs like the wife of Bath promoted the big

 dynamic export industries that eventually undermined the guilds. Those guilds

 remaining in the smaller urban centers of Central Europe became increasingly

 exclusive, small-scale, and locally based; they were organized and run by men, even

 though they tolerated the membership of masters' widows. To be sure, many

 craftsmen relied on the labor of their wives and daughters; some even "adopted"

 maids as kin and paid them considerably less than apprentice wages.33 The use of

 bogus family labor invariably resulted in controversy, which, however, was

 subsumed within guild jurisdiction. In contrast, rural family labor was not subject

 to guild authority and was therefore seen as more threatening. Where they could

 enforce their interests, guildsmen saw to it that women had few opportunities to

 assume independent artisan status. This exclusion of women-as-artisans coincided

 with the so-called decline of the guilds-a "decisive turning point," as one historian

 of Central Europe called it, that occurred in the mid-seventeenth century.34

 Artisanal practice identified productive work as properly male and domestic

 activities in households as properly female.

 One impetus for the evolving artisanal ideal for the sexes, then, developed out

 of the economic tension between guilds and households that was an integral part

 of late medieval and early modern society. Numerous studies by social historians

 of Central Europe have employed Otto Brunner's formulation of das "ganze Haus"

 to characterize work and family life in this old society.35 The approach stresses the

 30 Lujo Brentano, On theHistory andDevelopment of Gilds and the Origin of Trade-Unions (London, 1870),
 74; Wissell, Des Alten Handwerks Recht, 2: 440; Wauer, Geschichte der Industriedorfer Eibau und Neueibau,
 114-15; and Knothe, "Geschichte des Tuchmacherhandwerks," 268-69.

 31 Wissell, Des Alten Handwerks Recht, 2: 439.
 32 Mary Carruthers, "The Wife of Bath and the Painting of Lions," Proceedings of the Modern Language

 Association, 94 (1979): 210.
 33 Merry Wiesner Wood, "Paltry Peddlers or Essential Merchants? Women in the Distributive Trades

 in Early Modern Nuremberg," Sixteenth Century Journal, 12 (1981): 4. For a discussion of women as
 independent artisans, although not in the context of Central Europe, see Natalie Zemon Davis,
 "Women in the Crafts in Sixteenth-Century Lyon," Feminist Studies, vol. 8, no. 1 (1982): 62-70.

 34 Walker, German Home Towns, 89.
 35 Robert Lee, "The German Family: A Critical Survey of the Current State of Historical Research,"

 in Evans and Lee, The German Family, 22; Wilfried Reinighaus, "Das 'ganze Haus' und die
 Gesellengilden: Uber die Beziehungen zwischen Meistern und Gesellen im Spatmittelalter," in Rainer
 S. Elkar, ed., Deutsches Handwerk in Spdtmittelalter und Friiher Neuzeit (Gottingen, 1983), 55-70; Heidi
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 interconnection between production, consumption, and reproduction that was

 embedded in such small-scale social units as farmsteads, guilds, and workshops.

 Because of their focus on the unity of production and reproduction in the old

 society, historians have lumped together guilds and households and overlooked

 the tensions between the two economic entities over production and exchange. As

 a corollary, the productive strengths of the household and the real threat

 household labor presented to guild labor have not been noted.36 Under pressure

 from commercial expansion that used rural household labor to a considerable

 extent, guildsmen began to describe the problem in gender terms. The norms they

 developed at this time were well expressed by Berlin tailors more than a century

 later. "Married women must be maintained by their husbands, know housekeep-

 ing, and care for and educate their children. The unmarried may work as

 domestics (for which there is no lack of opportunity locally) or engage in other

 feminine occupations outside regular manufacture."37 This statement was the

 result of a trend underway for well over a century-the demarcation of work

 spheres by sex and the exclusion of women from manufacturing occupations. But

 cannot the statement also be seen as a normative insistence on the nature of the

 household as a nonproductive entity? In the guild and nonguild struggle that had

 already escalated by the mid-seventeenth century, a rigid definition of sex roles

 Rosenbaum, Seminar: Familie und Gesellschaftsstruktur; Materialien zu den soziookonomischen Bedingungen
 von Familienformen (Frankfurt am Main, 1978), 38; Hans Medick, "Zur strukturellen Funktion von
 Haushalt und Familie im Ubergang von der traditionellen Agrargesellschaft zum industriellen
 Kapitalismus: Die protoindustrielle Familienwirtschaft," in Werner Conze, ed., Sozialgeschichte der
 Familie in der Neuzeit Europas (Stuttgart, 1976), 260-63; and Bergmann, Das Berliner Handwerk, 7-8.

 36 Reinighaus, however, argued specifically that guild social relations only imperfectly fit the "ganze
 Haus" model, but many historians of traditional society have relied on it. See Reinighaus, "Das 'ganze
 Haus' und die Gesellengilden," 55-56. Peter Kriedte, Hans Medick, and Jurgen Schlumbohm have
 been influential, empirically and theoretically, fn guiding research into protoindustrial development
 in areas of Central Europe. They argued that the behavior of householders was rooted in the older
 social world that balanced production and consumption needs, and they failed to assess the ways in
 which involvement in manufacture altered values and preferences. They offered a comparatively static
 model of household production. See Kriedte et al., Industrialisierung vor der Industrialisierung: Gewerbliche
 Warenproduktion auf dem Land in der Formationsperiode des Kapitalismus (Gottingen, 1977). For a critique
 of the protoindustrial literature precisely along these lines, see Scott Cook, "Peasant Economy, Rural
 Industry, and Capitalist Development in the Oaxaca Valley, Mexico," Journal of Peasant Studies, 12
 (1984): 12-13. Atina Grossman, in a very different context, recognized the productive potential
 inherent in the household, which she called a "reservoir of reproductive labor." As she indicated, the
 crisis of the Great Depression in Germany caused a reduction in welfare and other services. "Household
 tasks such as the acquisition and preparation of foodstuffs, drugs or clothing articles, which had
 previously been purchased readymade, were now relocated in the private home," which increased the
 burdens on women's time and energy. During economic crises, these homemade goods could be
 consumed immediately, sold, or bartered. See Grossman, "Abortion and Economic Crisis: The 1931
 Campaign against Par. 218 in Germany," New German Critique, 14 (1978): 124. Finally, the notion of
 das "ganze Haus" has encouraged historians to focus primarily on discontinuities, as the traditional
 household was being transformed by industrial capitalism. But there are also important areas of
 continuity. In an article I coauthored with Douglas Holmes, we show that rural households in Saxony
 and Italy accommodated a wide variety of productive arrangements over the course of three centuries.
 This flexibility helped account for their survival in radically changing economic settings. See Douglas
 R. Holmes and Jean H. Quataert, "An Approach to Modern Labor: Worker Peasantries in Historic
 Saxony and the Friuli Region over Three Centuries," Comparative Studies in Society and History
 (April, 1986).

 7 For this statement, made during a court case, August 30, 1803, see Zincke, SechshundertJahre
 Geschichte der Berliner Schneider-Gilde, 187.
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 coincided with the effort to alienate the household from the market (exchange)

 economy.38

 These ideas were affirmed with growing urgency throughout the eighteenth

 century as many Central European states began to interfere in economic life in

 order to enrich their treasuries. Governments promoted cloth and tobacco

 exports, developed state monopolies, and acted as public entrepreneurs. Even the

 guilds were affected. In the wake of an imperial patent in 1731, designed explicitly

 to correct shortcomings in guild production, and of revised state regulations, many

 guilds lost autonomy. The intent of the laws was not to destroy the corporations

 but to infuse their operations with a new, more liberal spirit that would ease access

 to guild membership and ultimately increase output. The reforms were particu-

 larly extensive in Prussia, whose sovereigns were bent on strengthening central

 authority. There the government promulgated uniform general statutes for

 sixty-one trades, transferred guild supervision of training to the state, in some

 cases reduced the monopolistic power of guilds over sales, and generally relaxed

 export controls.39

 The state gradually replaced the guilds as overseer of the. labor market-a
 function that has become an increasingly important component of public

 authority. In controversies that developed over the shaping of work in the newly

 emerging industrial society, the state now acted as the final arbiter. This was also

 true in garment making. A whole new occupation was opened up for women in

 ready-made garment manufacture in the nineteenth century, a result of both the

 breakdown of tailor monopolies and a shift in consumer demand. And a new,

 private institution, the so-called sewing school (Nahschule), emerged early in the

 century. It offered girls instruction in sewing and provided paying jobs later on.

 But its presence in urban centers brought into question the role of schools and

 workshops in the training of labor. The guildsmen in Naumburg and other places

 hotly contested the right of these institutions to exist. It was the public debate over

 sewing schools that forced the government to crystallize its position toward

 production in a transitional era that redefined work in ways appropriate to a

 developing industrial society.

 IN THE FIRST DECADES of the nineteenth century, the Prussian government

 consistently defended the right of women to learn sewing, despite the strenuous

 and repeated protests of tailor guildsmen throughout the realm. Government

 officials even stressed the necessity of proper and systematic training for future

 38 It would be instructive to pursue this theme by analyzing the Hausmutterliteratur of the early
 seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in Central Europe. These were sermons, almanacs, and manuals
 instructing wives of propertied families in their daily household routine. Theirjobs included weaving,
 sewing, brewing, and wine making; they were also schooled in the supervision of household labor. The
 "products," however, were earmarked for the family's use, not for exchange. It appears that this
 prescriptive literature sought to divorce the productive dimensions of the household, here defined
 unmistakably as women's sphere, from the emerging commercial economy.

 3 Fischer, Handwerksrecht und Handwerkswirtschaft, 24, 29-31; Walker, German Home Towns, 93-100;
 and Rachel, Das Berliner Wirtschaftsleben, 18.
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 housewives, who would need to sew for themselves and their families. This integral

 connection between training and working implicitly allowed women to transfer

 skills, which government officials saw as particularly appropriate for housewifjery,

 to wagework in the marketplace. Starting in the 1840s, however, the government

 began to take a more active role in economic life, as the social consequences of

 industrial growth became more apparent: child labor, displacement of popula-

 tions, and the perceived breakdown of traditional values. In this new atmosphere

 of government activism, Prussian ministers began to take measures based on a

 conception of housework as nonproductive activity. They now sought to separate

 wagework and housework by prescribing different training programs for those

 who sewed for sale and those who sewed for home use. Like the guilds, they sought

 to define the household apart from the exchange economy, but, also like the guilds,

 the state had difficulty distinguishing between spheres of work that in real life were
 ambiguous.

 As the example of the Berlin tailors shows, tailor craftsmen believed that girls

 were suited for domestic service only. And the angry exchange between guild and

 government in the first third of the nineteenth century leaves little doubt that in

 smaller Central European cities, such as Naumburg, Lubben, and Zeitz, the

 seamstresses came from families of limited property. Lacking other opportunities,

 they probably would have gone into service in earlier times. But now they sought

 their livelihood in making what the guildsmen called "the most ordinary dresses,

 skirts, and coats."40 This pattern repeated itself in Berlin in the last third of the

 century when urban growth and rural stagnation began to lure poor country girls

 to the capital in search of jobs. According to numerous inquiries by the feminist

 and socialist organizations, many of these young women had intended to enter

 service; they ended up, however, in the ready-made garment trades, preferring,

 it seems, the apparent freedom of manufacturing jobs at home to the constraints

 of domestic service.4l Women of limited means, then, sewed for wages throughout
 the nineteenth century, but they dominated the apparel industry after 1870. In

 the formative years of the ready-made garment industry in Germany, however, a
 majority of the seamstresses were from middle- and lower-middle-class back-

 grounds. The industry's early history was bound up with the sewing school, and

 the clientele of the schools was middle class, although the "students" ranged from

 daughters of high-level officials to those of small property owners.42

 40 Head of the Lubben guild, September 22, 1830, ZStAM, Zivil-Kabinet, 2.2.1, Nr. 27878, Bi. 4-5;
 and Naumburg tailors to the Ministry of Commerce,January 22,1822, ibid., Nr. 27876, Bl. 32-37. The
 crisis faced by tailors in the early nineteenth century was occasioned by the official "free trade" policy
 and competition brought about by the transition to factory production and capitalist industry.
 Ironically, it was the older conception of women's work sphere as nonmarket, household production
 that frustrated the tailors' efforts to shut down the sewing schools.

 4' Robert Wilbrandt, Arbeiterinnenschutz und Heimarbeit (Jena, 1906), 8; Hans Grandke, "Berliner
 Kleiderkonfektion," in Hausindustrie und Heimarbeit in Deutschland und 6sterreich, volume 2: Die
 Hausindustrie der Frauen in Berlin (Leipzig, 1899), 257-58; and Gertrud Dyhrenfurth, Die hausindus-
 triellen Arbeiterinnen in der Berliner Blusen-, Unterrock-, Schiirzen- und Tricotkonfektion (Leipzig, 1898), 20,
 25. Also see Rosmarie Beier, Frauenarbeit und Frauenalltag im Deutschen Kaiserreich: Heimarbeiterinnen in
 der Berliner Bekleidungsindustrie 1880-1914 (New York, 1983), 38-39.

 42 Not much has been written about the sewing schools and their clientele. Baar, for example, argued
 that they were primarily for working-class girls, and Hans Grandke made a similar statement. See Baar,
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 The sewing schools were private institutions, run in conjunction with the

 fabrication of ready-made clothing and linens. From the start, there was a logical

 relationship between training and wage labor, schools and workshops. The sewing

 schools differed from the industrial schools established by many governments in

 Central Europe in the late eighteenth century. The latter were located primarily

 in poor rural regions and were designed to improve the manual skills and

 productivity of the populace. The young "students" were paid wages, because their

 families could not do without their financial contribution. They were also taught

 the virtues of serious industry and discipline.43 To mold character, particularly

 that of the lower classes and of women in general, was a primary objective of all

 state school curricula in the nineteenth century. At mid-century a defender of the

 sewing schools capped his case by declaring, "Through our schooling we have

 helped our daughters to become industrious, moral, and competent members of

 society."44 The sewing school shared this moral objective but little else with the

 industrial schools. It was also not quite like the trade schools (Gewerbeschulen),

 established to train urban apprentices, nor the School for Female Needlework

 (Schulen fur weibliche Handarbeit), an early nineteenth-century experiment of

 various governments in Central Europe to include hand sewing in the curriculum

 for primary school girls.45 Until the 1 840s, governments, particularly Prussia, were

 not very interested in the sewing schools. But Prussian tailors had reason to be

 interested, and their efforts to shut the sewing schools down forced the state to

 become involved. A case in Gorlitz in the 1-830s demonstrates the point.

 Frau Nendel had received permission from Prussian officials in the late 1820s

 to teach girls to sew women's clothing, which she was also permitted to sell. By 1830

 she had seven pupils, who had been recruited by a newspaper advertisement-a

 good indication that their families were middle class. Gorlitz tailors were aroused.

 They did not argue Nendel's right to sew but challenged her involvement in both

 manufacturing and teaching. Women, they said, had never been allowed to set up

 workshops and train the next generation of workers. To these tailors and others

 who lodged similar protests, such schools were "illegal establishments of female

 tailor workshops."46 Tailors feared them more than they did individual seam-

 stresses because of the schools' role in vocational training. The guildsmen

 demanded that Nendel restrict herself either to schooling or to sewing for

 Die Berliner Industrie, 80-81; and Grandke, "Die Entstehung der Berliner Wasche-Industrie im 19.

 Jahrhundert," in Jahrbuchffur Gesetzgebung, Verwaltung und Volkswirtschaft im Deutschen Reich, 20 (1896):
 587-607. Archival evidence, however, unmistakably reveals that patrons of the schools were
 middle-class girls whose families could do without their wages, at least for the period of instruction.

 4 Ladj-Teichmann, "Erziehung zur Weiblichkeit," 64, 75; Mary Jo Maynes, Schoolingfor the People:
 Comparative Local Studies of Schooling History in France and Germany, 1750-1850 (New York, 1985), chap.
 8; and Gunda Mairbaurl, Die Familie als Werkstatt der Erziehung: Rollenbilder des Kindertheaters und soziale
 Realitat im spdten 18. Jahrhundert (Munich, 1983), 17.

 44 E. E. Mezner to the Ministry of Interior, December 15, 1853, ZStAM, Reichministerium des
 Innern (hereafter, RMdI), Rep. 120 B. B. VII, 1, Nr. 4, Bd. 2, Bl. 45-57.

 45 For an excellent analysis of nineteenth-century efforts to include hand sewing in school curricula
 in Prussia, see Ladj-Teichmann, "Erziehung zur Weiblichkeit," 113-54. Also see Mieck, Preussische
 Gewerbepolitik, 40-42.

 46 For the protest of the Gorlitz tailors, December 10, 1830, see ZStAM, Zivil-Kabinet, 2.2.1, Nr.
 27878, Bl. 11-13.
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 customers without assistants. But Prussian officials, who earlier had questioned

 whether the liberal trade policy would apply to women, now saw things differently.

 In 1815 the minister of commerce had wanted to exclude women from

 manufacturing as long as Saxony's guilds remained intact (a prohibition that would

 have lasted until 1861). But, on September 24, 1822, the Prussian king promul-

 gated by cabinet order "the right of females who were not guild members to make

 women's garments for pay but without assistants." This was the decision that the

 Naumburg tailors protested, but the government stood firm and took pride in its

 avowedly paternalistic policy: "The female sex in any event is much more restricted

 in the choice of its trade and livelihood than is the male, and women must therefore

 count on more governmental protection."47

 Because of this decree, the Gorlitz tailors had not opposed Nendel's right to

 make clothing. But they claimed that the seven girls were paid apprentices in

 disguise. The head of the guild could not prove it, however, since the girls were

 apparently sewing clothing to be worn by themselves and their families and

 received no money for their product. The government concluded that in this case

 the guildsmen were "exaggerating in the most extreme ways" their disadvantages,

 with the obvious intent of preventing women from learning to make garments for

 their own needs and thus keeping them as "captive customers" of members of the

 tailors' guild.48 In handling the central complaint of practical training (praktischer

 Unterricht) and actual manufacture (wirkliche Anfertigung), officials linked the two

 intricately and rejected the guildsmen's call for one or the other. They argued that,

 if Nendel was not permitted to give instruction, the single girls would be deprived

 of an opportunity to acquire knowledge useful for their future profession of

 housewives. Furthermore, if a housewife sewed without benefit of instruction, that

 would be incompatible with the government's high objective of fostering indus-

 triousness (Gewerbefleiss). To separate useful instruction from the actual produc-
 tion of goods was impractical. The sewing school remained open.

 The government's argument drew attention to the woman's "profession" as

 housewife. Officials acted on beliefs about proper work roles for the sexes and, in

 turn, helped spread and institutionalize those notions. Several normative concep-

 tions of gender roles converged in the early nineteenth century, not only those of

 the artisans and craftsmen already noted but also those of the Romantics, which

 have recently been examined by other historians. Romantic philosophers devel-

 oped a theory of "proper" gender roles, which, they presumed, corresponded to

 the distinct natures of the sexes, and these ideas were picked up by the educated

 bourgeoisie in Central Europe.49 For both artisans and Romantics, housewife was

 47 The government's position was reproduced in the protest of the tailors; ZStAM, Zivil-Kabinet,
 2.2.1, Nr. 27876, Bi. 15-22. For the letter to Chancellor Hardenberg questioning whether women were
 to be included in the new free trade policy, see ibid., Bl. 7. For the king's order, see ibid., Nr. 27878,
 Bl. 8. For additional information on the Saxon guilds, consult Baldwin Penndorf, Das Innungswesen im
 K6nigreich Sachsen seit Einfiihrung der Gewerbefreiheit (Leipzig, 1907), ix.

 48 ZStAM, Zivil-Kabinet, 2.2.1, Nr. 27878, Bl. 8-10, February 21, 1831.
 4 Hausen, "Family and Role Divisions," 51-75. Hausen argued that in the late eighteenth century

 the Romantics postulated something essentially new: the anchoring of gender role in the nature or
 character of women. Also see Bock and Duden, "Arbeit aus Liebe," 124-25. For an interesting account
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 the adult woman's true "occupation." In the 1830s officials had supported the

 acquisition of adequate skills by women, but, a decade later, lawmakers began to

 define more precisely the purposes of schooling, which were explicitly divorced

 from wage labor. Vocational skills acquired in schools were appropriate only for

 a woman's housekeeping tasks and could not be used in paid employment. The

 institutional separation of schools and workshops corresponded to the normative

 division of housework and wagework. What did such separation mean for women's

 work in garment making? Were the implications the same for women of different

 classes? Rich archival and other evidence in Berlin can help answer these questions.

 Berlin in the early nineteenth century was a city of textiles. Its prosperity and

 renown still derived from the export of woolen, silk, half-silk, velvet, linen, and

 damask cloths woven with bleached or colored yarns. The production of these

 goods had been promoted by the government's mercantile policies, and Berlin had

 become one of the largest textile centers in Central Europe. In 1806, one in eight

 Berliners reportedly worked in textiles.50 With industrial advance and free trade,

 however, cloth manufacture could not remain competitive in the city. Rents and

 wages were comparatively high, and there were no cheap sources of energy.

 Increasingly, production went out to other areas of Central Europe where costs

 could be kept down. But, thanks to the growing ready-made garment industry,

 Berlin remained a textile center. After 1870, European and North American

 buyers traveled to Berlin, not Paris, for fashionable women's coats, and the export

 trade in ready-made clothing generated five billion marks in the century's last three

 decades. In the mid-1890s a reliable observer estimated that one in twelve (in the

 season, one in eight) Berliners worked in jobs related to the apparel trade.5'

 The ready-made garment industry in Germany's new capital first developed

 products, such as shirts, underwear, lingerie, and sheets (Waschekonfektion), that

 traditionally had not been monopolized by Berlin artisans. These goods were

 usually made in households for family consumption. Outside seamstresses, those

 labeled "free labor," were employed only if large quantities were needed, as for

 a dowry. In the early nineteenth century, linen cloth merchants began to stock the

 goods in response to shifts in demand from people moving alone into the city. The

 merchants set up sewing schools next to their shops; growing market opportunities

 and improved transportation networks soon stimulated production for export,

 first to the provinces of Prussia, then to southern Germany, and finally beyond

 Central Europe itself. The sewing of women's coats underwent a similar devel-

 opment in the 1830s, as tastes shifted to shawls and then to coats, which German

 retailers began to produce rather than import from Vienna and elsewhere.52

 of how middle-class children were taught to act out appropriate norms of adult and gender behavior,
 see Mairbaurl, Die Familie als Werkstatt.

 50 Rachel, Das Berliner Wirtschaftsleben, 11 1; and Otto Wiedfeldt, Statistische Studien zur Entwicklungs-
 geschichte der Berliner Industrie von 1720 bis 1890: Staats- und sozialwissenschaftliche Forschungen, 17
 (Leipzig, 1898), 68.

 51 Wiedfeldt, Stdtistische Studien, 198. Also see Berlin und seine Arbeit, 220; and Baar, Die Berliner
 Industrie, 73-80.

 52 Moritz Loeb, "Berliner Konfektion," in Berliner Sittenspiegel: Der gesammelten Gross-Stadt Dokumente,
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 A new female workforce emerged at the same time that consumer preferences

 were shifting. Economic growth and industrial development were undercutting

 artisan-based industries. Simultaneously, the urban household that had combined

 production and consumption was beginning to break down. Urban parents could

 no longer use their daughters' labor in family-based production as readily as they

 had in earlier times. These girls needed wages and joined the labor market, and

 parents favored the vocational training andjobs their daughters obtained through

 the sewing schools. Sewing was an acceptable occupation for urban middle-class

 girls, for whom employment was scarce. Schooling, too, was largely unavailable for

 women in the early nineteenth century, despite the government's commitment to

 systematic instruction for all inhabitants. The sewing school offered rudimentary

 instruction in reading and writing in addition to vocational training. The "school"

 was used by some families solely for the personal advancement of their daughters.

 This was true of Frau Nendel's course in Gorlitz. But it was the explicit connection

 with wage employment that gave the institution its raison d'etre in the urban

 economy. After training, many girls went to work for the school's owner; those who

 became domestics had obtained a "real advantage" by learning to sew well; and
 wives knew they could make a little extra money for their families during hard
 times.53

 In the early 1840s, when the government was beginning to take a more active

 role in overseeing economic life, the ambiguities between schooling and working

 inherent in the sewing schools' multiple functions disturbed various Prussian

 ministries. One of their major endeavors was to separate schooling from labor, at

 least for children-that is, to establish schooling as a separate activity appropriate

 for a stage of life for the first time recognized universally as childhood. Philippe
 Aries's pioneering study shows that one effect of the "discovery of childhood" was

 educational reform in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; it was in schools

 that the notion of childhood as a stage of life was first institutionalized. In the early
 nineteenth century, the extensive use of child labor in the factories and workshops
 of newly emerging industries blurred the lines between child and adult-and now

 in socially unacceptable ways. This new sensitivity toward children coincided with

 a growing commitment to universal primary education, which reflected the

 Enlightenment's optimism and belief in progress. Since human nature was a

 product of the environment, reformers argued that schooling would essentially

 uplift and improve the lives of the new generation of workers pouring into urban

 areas. Besides, control over instruction was seen to counter the moral decay and
 decline in family life that fearful conservative rulers associated with the new

 working poor. The stage was set for passage of the first factory laws in Prussia in

 March 1839, which forbade employment of children under ten years of age in

 15 (Berlin, n.d. [1906]), 7-16; Baar, Die Berliner Industrie, 73-82; and Beier, Frauenarbeit und
 Frauenalltag, 29-40.

 5 E. E. Mezner, the owner of the largest linen establishment in mid-century Berlin, wrote that many
 of his clients followed this pattern in their careers; he emphasized the variety of wagework available
 for those with training. ZStAM, RMdI, Rep. 120 B. B. VII, 1, Nr. 4, Bd. 2, Bl. 54-57, December 15,
 1853.
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 factories and mines and required persons under sixteen to present to prospective

 employers a school certificate showing three years of "regular" instruction.54

 By 1842 sewing schools were a source of conflict between school officials and

 Prussian police, who were empowered to oversee factories. The controversy lasted

 two decades, and its outcome helped shape the structure of the ready-made

 garment industry. Officials focused first on the firm of Mezner and Sons. In 1842

 the company was not only an important seller of linen cloth but also a producer

 of finished underclothing and shirts. It operated eight sewing-workshops for

 ready-made garments and in addition employed 200 seamstresses who worked at

 home. One of the workshops, located at Friedrichstrasse 114, came under special

 scrutiny. Here, 272 girls of middle-class background (mittlererBiirgerstand) received

 free instruction in sewing from the directress. Depending on their diligence and

 dexterity, they had to serve a year or so in apprenticeship. This was nothing new.

 By Mezner's own testimony, the institution had trained about 25,000 girls since its

 origin in 1805. Although the number cannot be substantiated, the workshop's long

 existence is incontrovertible.55 School officials initially declared the workshop a

 trade school and forbade instruction to those younger than fourteen, the

 minimum age for admission to trade schools. But most of the girls were around

 eleven years old, so Mezner protested the decision and insisted that his workshop

 was a factory. The police agreed. What tipped the scales in the eyes of the police

 was the actual purpose of instruction. In the cases of Mezner's and other sewing

 schools, apprenticeship training was not an end in itself but a means of obtaining

 skillful working women for the business. An official decision by the Ministries of

 Education and Finance placed the sewing workshops under thejurisdiction of the

 police rather than of educational authorities. For girls who had not finished their

 schooling, however, Mezner was required to offer twelve hours supplemental

 instruction per week, which he did.56 What is obvious in the official finding is the

 inseparable link of schooling and wagework in the lives of young garment makers.

 For over a decade, Mezner continued to have minor skirmishes with school

 officials, who, he charged, harassed parents and students about certificates, often

 refused to issue them, and threatened to fine the families. He complained that the

 bad publicity caused his schools to lose clients. But a new and serious element crept

 into the controversy after the next important factory law was passed in 1853. As

 factories became more clearly defined, such work became incompatible with

 middle-class status and sensibilities. The law of 1853 raised the minimum age for

 factory work to twelve years and mandated that young people under sixteen be

 issued a workbook containing, among other things, name, father's occupation, and

 school completion certificate. Furthermore, the employer had to register the

 54 Gunther K. Anton, Geschichte der preussischen Fabrikgesetzgebung bis zu ihrer Aufnahme durch die
 Reichsgewerbeordnung (Leipzig, 1891), 55. Maynes devoted considerable attention to the Enlightenment
 influence on school reform in the nineteenth century; Schoolingfor the People, chap. 3. Also see Aries,
 Centuries of Childhood: A Social History of Family Life, trans. Robert Baldick (New York, 1962).

 55 For Mezner's letter to the Ministry of Interior, see ZStAM, RMdI, Rep. 120 B. B. VII, 1, Nr. 4,
 Bd. 2, Bl. 54-57, December 1853.

 56 For the police report on Mezner's sewing schools, December 1, 1842, see ZStAM, RMdI, Rep. 120
 B. B. VII, 1, Nr. 4, Bd. 1, Bl. 229-32.
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 young people quarterly with the police. Everyone involved in the controversy

 recognized immediately that such public accountability would prove difficult to

 institute among middle-class girls. For the sake of appearances, women in

 middle-class families were supposed to be leisured. The issue became even more

 complicated five years later when school officials categorically decreed that

 factories be totally separate from schools.57

 The school board ruling immediately affected Mezner's establishments, as

 officials began to count and categorize the different types of girls. One of his schools

 was run by the widow Decker, who had received the concession in 1824, taking it

 over from her mother. In 1861 her shop had ten paid aides (Gehilfinnen) between

 sixteen and twenty-three years of age, six adolescent wage-earning girls, twelve

 apprentices (Lehrmadchen) who paid no fees and received no wages but sewed on

 Decker's materials, and occasionally a few other students -who paid a fee and

 worked on their own clothing.58 Only the latter category of students was exempted

 unconditionally from the workbook requirement. The remaining relationships,

 however, were still ambiguous; students mixed with wage-earning girls as they did

 elsewhere. According to a detailed investigation of ready-made garment making

 in the early 1 860s, Berlin had twenty-two sewing workshops that to all intents and

 purposes were "factories." Officials determined that nineteen sewing schools like

 Decker's mixed instruction and wage work, and they began to force a separation.

 The survey also counted seventy-four schools dedicated exclusively to sewing, ten

 of which were considered very large.59

 In the controversy the police argued essentially for the importance of vocational

 training. Keeping businesses and schools under one management was "natural and

 necessary," since the school girls later became wage earners, particularly if they

 were skillful. Moreover, the police stressed that public opinion favored their

 arguments. But school officials won the day on a number of points. To retain

 schools and workshops under one directorship required official supervision by

 different ministries, which was impractical. Besides, it raised serious questions

 about the propriety of mixing children and adults, even if the young students and

 the more mature workers were located in different rooms. Furthermore, and here

 the police concurred, given the middle-class backgrounds of many of the girls and

 their parents' sensitivity to wagework, most workers under sixteen years of age

 would want to be classified as "students," exempt from the workbook requirement.

 The school authorities feared that somehow this subterfuge would be detrimental

 to actual workshops. This kind of switch was also unacceptable because school

 officials assigned different functions to instruction in schools and training in

 workshops. The functional differentiation was indeed the main argument. Only

 57 Anton, Geschichte der preussischen Fabrikgesetzgebung, 99; and Arthur Dodd, Die Wirkung der
 Schutzbestimmungen fur die jugendlichen und weiblichen Fabrikarbeiter und die Verhaltnisse im
 Konfektionsbetriebe in Deutschland (Jena, 1898), 2-3. Ladj-Teichmann discussed briefly the new school
 regulations, but with an eye to the exploitative work situation that accompanied free school instruction;
 "Erziehung zur Weiblichkeit," 164-67.

 58 For an audit of the sewing schools, see ZStAM, RMdI, Rep. 120, B. B. VII, 1, Nr. 4, Bd. 2, Bl.
 310-12.

 59 For the school delegation report on the local sewing schools, see ibid., Bl. 273-98.
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 those girls learning to sew for their own personal feminine (weibliche) or

 housekeeping (wirtschaftliche) development were properly classified as students.

 Those sewing for the market were in a different category, for which workbooks

 were appropriate.

 But an ambiguity remained. What would prevent "students" from using their

 training later as wage laborers? Although school officials did not pose this question

 directly, it bothered them, and, to answer it, they devised an institutional division

 to keep the two activities-work for one's own use and work for exchange-at least

 theoretically separate. The two institutions would teach different skills. School
 officials acknowledged that the workshop-factories offered much more intricate,

 varied, and practical training than the schools, which handled only a limited

 number of work processes. Workshop training, they wrote in somewhat flowery
 language, permitted the mastering of sewing skills in all of their "nuances" and

 artistic subtleties. By contrast, school instruction transmitted only the most simple
 tools of the trade, since parents were not interested in marketable skills for their

 girls. Somewhat disingenuously, officials wrote that the girls instructed in schools

 should be able, if need be, to find jobs despite the absence of more sophisticated

 training (feineren Ausbildung).60
 But the industry evolved in unanticipated ways. In the first place, once the

 schools lost their connection to employment they lost their main economic

 function. In the early 1860s, as the survey cited above documents, Berlin had more
 than eighty-three sewing schools (when prompted by school officials, the owners

 of ten of the mixed schools declared them to be factories). Less than a decade later

 the number had dropped to thirty-three; in 1880, twenty-one; and in 1889, none.

 In 1872 school officials had instituted a new requirement in needlework for all

 primary school girls. Inclusion of such simple hand sewing was explicitly designed

 to enrich the school girl's housekeeping talents and prepare her to be a housewife.

 The curriculum excluded instruction in embroidery or other fine needlework,

 because these were marketable skills that could be used for wagework in the
 burgeoning apparel trade, which was being transformed at the time into a

 widespread urban home industry.6' In practice, however, the two activities could
 not be kept distinct. Lower-class girls who received school instruction in hand

 sewing became at least superficially familiar with the trade. Even meager

 instruction encouraged the daughters and wives of workers to seek employment

 in garment making. That girls were supposed to know sewing for their family's use,

 however, meant that the work never lost its association with the old negative
 attitudes that surrounded nonmarket production.

 In the second place, garment making enjoyed phenomenal growth in the last

 third of the nineteenth century. The industry came to depend almost exclusively

 on the cheap labor of working-class wives and daughters. It could not have
 survived in the expensive economic climate of Berlin without relying on a female

 60 For the report of December 31, 1861, to the provincial school office, see ibid. Also see ibid., Bl.
 313-21.

 61 Baar, Die Berliner Industrie, 83. Ladj-Teichmann provided information on the 1872 curriculum
 change; "Erziehung zur Weiblichkeit," 136-41, 167.
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 workforce spread over thousands of workers' homes, with the resultant saving of

 overhead costs such as rent and heat. This particular demand for labor was readily

 met, but the availability of such a labor force reflected broad social changes as well.
 The same normative forces that had separated schools and factories in mid-

 century made the new industry attractive for working-class families as well. In

 short, what once had been class-appropriate behavior (for middle-class and

 lower-middle-class women) became more generally gender appropriate. As has

 been shown, the dominant norms defined household activities as the "proper"

 sphere of wives and sought to orient girls to their future activities for the home.

 For middle-class girls, however, sewing in schools and workshops under the guise

 of learning skills for their own use (even though it later became wage labor) had

 been tolerated. But once "workshops" were defined as "factories" and their young

 workers required to keep workbooks, such activity was no longer consistent with

 middle-class status. The same norms that held household tasks to be women's

 proper work coincided with working-class calculations, which also assigned family

 maintenance a top, although not the sole, priority for wives. This meant that wage

 labor outside the home became a stage in the working-class girl's life cycle. The

 garment industry adjusted its structure accordingly. By the last decades of the

 nineteenth century, those who worked in factories on collars and cuffs were

 typically single girls, and those who sewed for wages in their homes were married

 women with children. The rather easy acquisition of a sewing machine after

 mid-century facilitated the industry's decentralization, but technology alone

 cannot account for its final structure. As a recent, innovative article demonstrates,

 and the intense debate today over nuclear energy affirms, technology must "mesh
 with perceived needs" and be compatible with the specific socioeconomic climate

 in a given society.62

 Archival evidence shows conclusively that after the mid-nineteenth century the

 new sewing machines were introduced into the workshop-factories on a rather

 large scale.63 When Berlin school officials made their detailed inquiry into garment

 making, they described large workshops in which organized production depended

 on the sewing machine. By 1860 garment making resembled typical industrial

 work: it had become mechanized (although driven by human power) in factory

 buildings. The evidence provided by government inquiries contradicts the

 conventional interpretation, which argues that the sewing machine promoted

 home industry production.64 Beginning in the late nineteenth century, middle-

 class reform and feminist organizations devoted considerable attention to the

 62 Dolores Greenberg, "Reassessing the Power Patterns of the Industrial Revolution: An Anglo-
 American Comparison," AHR, 87 (1982): 1254.

 63 For the school delegation report on the local sewing schools (based on a police audit of August
 1859), August 27, 1861, see ZStAM, RMdI, Rep. 120, B. B. VII, 1, Nr. 4, Bd. 2, Bl. 273-98.

 64 For a classic example, see Johannes Feig, Hausgewerbe und Fabrikbetrieb in der Berliner Wdsche-
 Industrie (Leipzig, 1896), 1-3. For Feig, the sewing machine was the sole cause of decentralization, and
 his analysis rejects the importance of sewing workshops in the industry's evolution. Also see his second
 study, "Die Betriebsformen und Arbeitsverhaltnisse in der Berliner Wascheindustrie," in Die
 Hausindustrie der Frauen in Berlin, 392; Erwin Wittkowski, "Entwicklung und gegenwartige Bedeutung
 der Berliner Damenkonfektion," Zeitschriftifur Handelswissenschaftliche Forschung, 22 (1928): 289-313;
 and Baar, Die Berliner Industrie, 83.
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 urban home industries, contrasting them with more traditional home work, such

 as rural hand weaving, and analyzing the characteristics of both types of domestic

 wage employment. In the main, this body of literature assumed that technology

 shaped the character of the new urban apparel trade. But the sewing machine was

 compatible with production in factories and workshops. Normative expectations

 about women's proper work and family responsibilities helped shape the industry's

 final decentralized form as much as cost factors in an expensive urban climate.

 Increasingly, the sewing machine, bought on time, became a familiar object in

 working-class homes. With it, wives and daughters took their daily labor into the

 market while physically staying at home to oversee family life.

 In Germany, garment making became a widespread capitalist industry by the

 end of the nineteenth century. It flourished in urban centers like Berlin that were

 dominated by heavy industry. The large metal and machine trades as well as

 petrochemicals offered a range of jobs to men; their families, however, could not

 live on one income and needed the wages earned by the women in the apparel

 trade.65 Wages were very low, partly because the work, as was true of women's work

 generally, was seen as merely a supplement to the family income. But women in

 garment making faced additional difficulties in securing a decent livelihood

 because their work was too easily identified as housework. Many of the exploitative

 aspects of the trade noted by contemporaries resulted from the dual uses of

 sewing-for one's family as well as for cash income.

 Contemporary observers blamed low wages on an oversupply of labor. Job

 opportunities for women outside the garment industry were scarce, and the one

 marketable skill many girls had was sewing, learned both from their mothers and
 at school under the reformed curriculum. One girl spoke for most when she said,

 "Every girl can at least sew," while another explained her decision to get a sewing

 machine and set up business by saying, "I am already well versed in needlework."66

 Skill levels, however, were low. In the last third of the century, girls generally

 received on-the-job training lasting from fourteen weeks to six months, although

 there were some exceptions. Tailors, by contrast, underwent a three-year

 apprenticeship and could expect the highest wages in the apparel industry.67 All

 efforts to institute a more rigorous, systematic apprenticeship program for women

 met great resistance. Obviously, the training would have raised the cost of labor

 65 Alfred Weber, "Die Entwicklungsgrundlagen der gross-stadtischen Frauenhausindustrie," in Die
 Hausindustrie derFrauen in Berlin, 13-59; Karin Hausen, "Technischer Fortschritt und Frauenarbeit im
 19. Jahrhundert: Zur Sozialgeschichte der Nahmaschine," Geschichte und Gesellschaft, 4 (1978): 148-69;
 and Beier, Frauenarbeit und Frauenalltag, 61-83.

 66 For a petition from Elisabeth Spritzenmanns to the Prussian king for money to obtain a sewing
 machine, see ZStAM, Zivil-Kabin&, 2.2.1, Nr. 5987, Bi. 101-02. This archive collection contains
 hundreds of petitions like this one froih destitute women seeking public charity in order to obtain the
 means to work. These women described their lives in the petitions. For clippings of newspaper reports
 on the garment industry strike of 1896 (February 16, 1896), see ZStAM, RMdl, Rep. 120, B. B. Nr.
 3, adhib. 6, Bl. 110-12.

 67 Dyhrenfurth, Die hausindustriellen Arbeiterinnen, 26; Marie Amelie Lipszyc, "Die Betriebsformen
 der Berliner Damenmassschneiderei," in Die Hausindustrie der Frauen in Berlin, 74-75. For a detailed
 report on home industry in the ready-made garment trade prepared by factory inspectors of Berlin,
 1902, see German Democratic Republic, Staatsarchiv, Potsdam, Pr. Br. Rep. 30, Berlin C, Tit. 44-47,
 Nr. 2050, Bl. 1-35.
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 in ways unacceptable to employers. Most revealing in the context of this article are

 the reasons behind the opposition. They were spelled out in detail when the Zittau

 Chamber of Commerce in 1905 rejected the decision of a district tailors guild to

 admit independent seamstresses as members. The chamber noted that guildsmen

 had undergone a regular training program, while girls (for whom there was, of

 course, no equivalent program) learned to make simple dresses for themselves and

 their families and friends and had no intention of pursuing seamstressing as an

 occupation. No one could equate such casual labor with the high level of skill and

 serious intent of craftsmen, the chamber wrote, and acceptance of female members

 would depress the value of the corporation.68 Women's work in the garment

 industry was kept nonprofessional and low skilled in part because it was seen as

 just housework.

 This linkage was pervasive, and in late nineteenth-century Germany it meant

 that even the wagework of women was not always counted as "real" labor in the

 eyes of the law. Germany had been the first industrializing country to adopt

 national pension plans for wage earners. To qualify for health, disability, or

 old-age insurance, workers had to be engaged in activity recognized as work by the

 German industrial code (Gewerbeordnung) of 1869. This code provided workers

 with such important guarantees as Sunday rest, freedom of contract, the illegality

 of the truck system, and continuing education for (male) youths. The growing

 protective legislation was extended only to those workers covered by the industrial

 code. Significantly, the implementing regulations did not recognize as legitimate

 workers women who spun, did knitting or needlework, washed or ironed in their

 own homes.69 In Imperial Germany, these categories of workers were omitted

 from labor regulation and later denied the right to obtain old-age pensions and

 health insurance because the lawmakers had tied their activities to housework. In

 the transition to welfare capitalism, even wagework done professionally but at

 home along with everyday housework was not considered labor. Paul Brausen-

 waldt, who worked in the old-age and disability office in Stralsund, lodged a

 complaint with the Ministry of Interior in the mid-1890s.7? When aged women

 who "spun, washed, ironed, or embroidered" for others in their own homes

 applied for pensions, he charged, they invariably were denied them, but when

 shoemakers and tailor apprentices applied-these men also worked in their homes

 for customers-they were granted pensions. Brausenwaldt had pinpointed one

 result of linking women to the household sphere.

 68 Jahres-Bericht der Handels- und Gewerbekammer zu Zittau (Zittau, 1905), 128.
 69 Deutsches Reichs-Gesetzbuch fur Industrie, Handel und Gewerbe, 1 (Berlin, 1903), Gewerbeordnung.

 For a discussion of the relevant implementing legislation, see W. Kahler, "Materialien zur Beurteilung
 der rechtlichen Stellung der Hausindustrie in Deutschland," Die Hausindustrie der Frauen in Berlin, 2,
 5, 11-12. Also see my article, "Workers' Reactions to Social Insurance: The Case of Homeweavers in
 the Saxon Oberlausitz in the Late Nineteenth Century," Internationale wissenschaftliche Korrespondenz zur
 Geschichte der deutschen Arbeiterbewegung, 20 (1984): 17-35.

 70 For documents on the question of extending insurance to the self-employed and small
 businessmen, see German Democratic Republic, Zentrales Staatsarchiv, Potsdam, RMdl, Nr. 121, B1.
 68-69.
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 THIS ARTICLE HAS OFFERED a novel perspective on the history of labor divisions that

 have assigned women to housework (while denying its nature as work) and men

 to productive labor. Historians have labeled this dichotomy "modern" and see it

 essentially as a product of industrial development that separated the workshop

 from the home. These social and material changes, then, underpinned a new idea

 of gender roles conceived by Romantic philosophers and based on the idea of two

 separate spheres, each appropriate to its particular sex. Such notions were picked

 up first by the educated and professional elite in Central Europe and in time

 became the norms for many families in industrial society. My research has shown

 that similar ideas developed independently among urban craftsmen in the struggle

 over the definition of socially esteemed work and that these concepts, too, have had

 a long and complicated history. A key to that history in both the preindustrial and

 industrial eras, I have argued, is the productive strength that was inherent in the

 household.

 The household as an economic entity subsumed within its walls different

 production arrangements. One arrangement served immediate needs, and its

 output was directly consumed by household members on a daily basis. But goods

 for sale were also made at home in rural and urban domestic industries. In every

 case production required the mastering of skills that in turn were applicable to

 other market settings. The productive potential inherent in households frustrated

 those claiming guardianship over the marketplace. Guilds were the first to face the

 difficulties of differentiating between market and household production. Later it

 was the state that could not effectively divorce the spheres of wagework and

 housework. These blurred lines are of particular significance in the shaping of

 women's work in goods production.

 Guildsmen established elaborate rules and regulations to monopolize market

 production that distinguished between professional, organized work, on the one

 hand, and nonprofessional, unregulated household labor, on the other. Those

 activities, like linen weaving, that remained closely associated with the household

 economy never achieved high social value, and for centuries linen weavers suffered

 ostracism and abuse. In the developing world economy of the mid-seventeenth

 century, artisans lost control over much of the workforce. According to evidence

 from East Central Europe-specifically the Oberlausitz textile industry-guilds-

 men devalued both rural production and women's work, lumped them together,

 and assigned activities in the household to women, even though gender roles in

 household production were much more fluid and interchangeable. This devel-

 opment occurred at a time when Central European guilds were removing women

 from urban goods manufacture and were seeking, ideally, to associate wives with

 housekeeping and girls with domestic service. This became the artisan ideal, and

 it predated by at least a century the related Romantic notions of separate spheres

 for males and females. The rhythm of women's history does not necessarily

 correspond to the established dates in history that have traditionally separated one

 period from another. The normative association of women's work with housework

 predates the "modern" period, and the introduction of "free labor" in Germany
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 1148 Jean H. Quataert

 during the early nineteenth century could not overcome the old prejudices

 inherent in the association.

 The ambiguities between household and market production helped shape the

 garment-making industry, which became a major employer of women in the

 manufacturing sector in the nineteenth century. In the short-run, the association

 of women's work with housework offered seamstresses the upper hand in their

 conflict with Prussian guildsmen. Government officials acknowledged the impor-

 tance of practical training even for personal use and kept open the early sewing

 schools throughout the state. But ultimately the association had negative conse-

 quences. Sewing for the family as part of housekeeping tasks was easily trans-

 formed into wage labor, but wages for sewing were low and the work kept

 marginally skilled because sewing was so closely associated with housework.
 Women's wagework could not break out of that old circle.
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